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Audi News 

 
Audi launches new A3 Sportback 1.9 TDI e  
 
 
Audi Australia has launched its first ‘e’ model Downunder (27 May 2008). 
 
The new A3 Sportback 1.9 TDI e is the latest generation of highly fuel efficient 
vehicles from Audi, developed as a result of the brand’s desire to achieve 
maximum efficiency for everyday driving situations. 
 
Following its debut in October 2007 at the Australian International Motor Show, 
the Audi A3 Sportback 1.9 TDI e went on to take part later the same month in the 
Panasonic Solar Challenge ‘Greenfleet’ fuel economy class.  Driving from 
Darwin to Adelaide in its maiden World Solar Challenge voyage, the A3 
Sportback 1.9 TDI e achieved an outstanding average fuel consumption result of 
just 3.3l/100km, according to official results published by the organisers.   
 
Travelling a total of 3,543 km from point to point, at times fuel consumption 
dropped as low as 2.6l/100km on the journey.  Average C02 emissions were just 
98g/km. 
 
Audi’s managing director, Joerg Hofmann, says the new A3 e model has garnered 
strong public attention. 
 
“The success of Audi’s e, or efficiency, models has been strong. In Australia, 
there has been interest in the car well-ahead of its launch, thanks to its 
performance in the World Solar Challenge as well as its combination of 
dynamism and low consumption,” Mr Hofmann said. 
 
“We are very committed to TDI technology on a global scale, but also for 
Australia. Audi TDI technology is the right technology for today. It is efficient, 
clean, thanks to standard diesel particulate filters, and carries none of the 
negatives of the diesels of old.” 
 
The new A3 Sportback ‘e’ model is now on sale in Australia and priced from 
$38,900. 
 
It features a 5-speed manual transmission, 77kW of power and 250Nm of torque. 
Official consumption figures are 4.5 l/100km and 119 g/km of CO2. It can travel 
more than 1,200 km on its single 55 litre tank of fuel. 
 
According to Dr Peter Gebhard, Audi’s spokesman for Vehicle Physics and Fuel 
Consumption, the issue of fuel consumption has long been seen as a matter of 
elementary customer benefit at Audi, and is therefore a focus of technical 
development. 
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As a result, Audi developed its e-model strategy – first launching the technology 
in the A3 and A4 model lines. The cars were rapidly developed to demonstrate 
how seriously the company takes the issue of reducing fuel consumption and 
saving resources, and its commitment to providing workable solutions. An A8 e 
model is now also available. 
 
Even with their special design, Audi’s ‘e’ models uncompromisingly satisfy 
customer expectations with respect to drivability, just like any other car made by 
Audi. 
 
The A3 1.9 TDI e generates 77 kW, and reduces CO2 emissions by 10 g/km or 8 
percent compared to the basic 1.9 TDI version (not available in Australia).  
With 119 g/km it even undercuts the much talked about limit of 120 g/km – and 
does so with outstanding performance.  
 
In terms of customer-relevant CO2 emissions, the A3 1.9 TDI e is on a par with 
hybrid models, but in terms of dynamism it is far superior. 
 
It has longer transmission ratios for 3rd to 5th gears and incorporates a whole 
series of weight-reduction modifications, including vehicle aerodynamics. The 
wheels are of 205/55 16 inch format and are fitted to low rolling-resistance tyres. 
Even the engine electronics have been tuned for optimum fuel economy.  
 
According to Dr Gebhard, it is not enough to simply develop measures to reduce 
fuel consumption by looking at the engine.   
 
“The engine is only responsible for half the fuel consumption, and only a fraction 
of this can be optimised. This makes it important for every single vehicle 
component to be examined for its potential to reduce consumption and be 
optimised wherever possible,” he said. 
 
Intelligent technical details enable the driver to use fuel even more efficiently, 
including a gear shift indicator located in the instrument cluster and in the direct 
field of vision. Depending on current engine load and speed, it tells the driver 
whether the next gear would be a better choice.  
 
Ultimately it is the driver who is responsible for driving style, and therefore fuel 
consumption – despite all technical advances. Individual style can reduce fuel 
consumption, and with it emissions, by up to 30 percent, without compromising 
on speed and dynamism.  
 
Audi will have an e-model in each of its core model series in the foreseeable 
future. 
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Press information 

 
The Audi A3 and A3 Sportback Model Range 
 
 
Emotion-packed design, superior dynamism and Audi’s highly-praised quality: 
The A3 is the premium athlete in its class.  Powerful four-cylinder engines and a 
six-cylinder unit that delivers 184 kW, quattro permanent all-wheel drive and the 
S tronic dual-clutch transmission combine together with the elaborate suspension 
design to ensure a level of sportiness that sets standards.  
 
In addition to the three-door body version, the five-door A3 Sportback appeals to  
those customers looking for the ultimate combination of excellent dynamics and 
generous spaciousness together with maximum suitability for everyday use. The 
Audi A3 Sportback takes all the sportiness of the three-door model and adds extra 
space and versatility—not to mention two rear doors—with a body measuring 
4.29 m in length, as compared to the 4.21 m body of the A3. This results in an 
extra 20 litres of luggage capacity.  
 
 
Concept and design  

 
The A3 embodies all the typical hallmarks of the Audi brand and brings to the 
compact class a sporty and dynamic design.  The distinctive single-frame grille is 
the defining feature at the front end of both body variants.  Two striking 
contours—the shoulder line and the dynamic line above the door sill—bisect the 
side and highlight the soft wedge shape of the sporty silhouette. The coupe-like 
sweep of the roof line also helps create the impression that the A3 is crouching on 
the road, ready to spring into action.  
 
The styling of the Audi A3 Sportback differs in that it has a longer overhang at the 
rear.  Its C-pillars are slightly more upright than those on the three-door model; 
the optional roof rails, blending harmoniously into the contour, highlight its 
versatile nature.  Passengers in the rear of the Audi A3 Sportback benefit from the 
generous headroom while the wide-opening doors make for easy access. 
Abundant room is also available for luggage:  Folding down the rear seats 
provides 1,100 litres of storage space (or 1,032 litres) on the quattro models.  
 
Sportiness, elegance and impeccable craftsmanship characterise the interior of the  
Audi A3 – one which demonstrates that a perfect ergonomic design can produce 
outstanding aesthetic qualities.  Customers can choose from two equipment lines: 
the charismatic Attraction or the dynamic Ambition.   
 
In terms of safety, the A3 offers the highest standards.  In Australia the  
SIDEGUARD head airbag curtain system comes standard across all A3 models 
and is designed to cover the window area from the A-pillar to the C-pillar.   
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The highly reputable Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS) in the U.S. 
awarded the A3 its highest rating—“Top Safety Pick”—in recognition of its high 
level of safety. The key factor in this decision was the outstanding results 
achieved by this compact model in front, rear and side crash tests.  
 
Drivetrain  

 
Both A3 TDI models sold in Australia, the 1.9 TDI e and 2.0 TDI, come fitted as 
standard with a diesel particulate filter.  Four petrol engines – two of which are 
direct-injection, turbocharged models - and two TDI models are available.  The 
diesel models are extremely efficient, consuming between 4.5 l/100 km for the 1.9 
TDI e—which corresponds to CO2 emissions of only 119 g/km—and 6.0 l/100 km 
for the powerful 2.0 TDI Ambition.  
 
The A3 and A3 Sportback model range in Australia is offered with a choice of 
four transmission types.  A 6-speed tiptronic is available in the A3 1.6 Attraction, 
with a 5-speed manual fitted as standard in the newest model to join the range, the 
1.9 TDI e.  A manual six-speed transmission and the S tronic dual-clutch, is 
available on the 1.8 and 2.0 TFSI Ambition models.  The 2.0 TDI Ambition and 
the 3.2 quattro permanent all-wheel-drive are both fitted as standard with S tronic.  
This innovative dual-clutch technology, inspired by the world of auto racing, 
allows lightning-fast gear changes.  
 
Petrol engines  

 
The traditional, 1.6-litre, four-cylinder engine with aluminum block and variable  
intake manifold is the entry-level petrol engine delivering 75 kW and 148 Nm of 
torque.  The 1.8 TFSI Ambition has a power output of 118 kW and torque of 250 
Nm between 1,500 and 4,200 rpm.  The most powerful engine of the  
four-cylinder range is the 2.0 TFSI, which develops 147 kW. Its tremendous 
torque of 280 Nm is available across a wide speed range from 1,800 to 5,000 rpm. 
The combination of petrol direct injection with a turbocharger provides both of 
the Audi A3 TFSI engines with a unique synthesis of a free-revving character, 
pulling power and high efficiency. The six-cylinder unit with a 3.2-litre engine 
capacity powers the top model in the A3 range, developing 184 kW and offering a 
maximum torque of 320 Nm between 2,500 and 3,000 rpm.  The sporty 3.2-litre 
engine is coupled to quattro permanent all-wheel drive as standard.  
 
TDI engines  
 
The 1.9 TDI e, the first e-model to arrive in Australia, delivers 77 kW at powerful 
maximum torque of 250 Nm.  Its low fuel consumption is also impressive - 
requiring just 4.5 litres of diesel fuel per 100 km.  And at 119 g/km, its CO2 
emissions are likewise low. Besides ensuring a powerful drive, smooth propulsion 
and a high level of efficiency, Audi expertise in direct-injection technology also 
forms the basis for long fuel ranges - over 1,200 km - and highly economical 
operation.  
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The instrument cluster of the A3 1.9 TDI e has a new shift indicator that helps the  
driver improve fuel efficiency by indicating whether shifting into the next gear is  
the best option for the situation at hand.  
 
Even the engine electronics have been tuned for fuel-efficient operation: A longer  
ratio for third through fifth gears, tyres with optimised roll resistance and efforts 
to fine-tune the body all contribute to high efficiency.  These changes however do 
not diminish driving pleasure.  With a top speed of 194 km/h, the ‘e’ model 
actually outdoes its predecessor by 7 km/h.  
 
The 2.0 TDI has an output of 125 kW and its maximum torque of 350 Nm is 
between 1,750 and 2,500 rpm.  This model combines the especially quiet ride 
provided by modern piezo injectors with highly efficient pump-nozzle injection 
technology. 
 
Chassis  
 
The dynamic suspension of the A3 and A3 Sportback is designed for agile and  
sporty handling together with excellent stability. Its special technical features  
include the two subframes on which all axle components are pivoted and the  
sophisticated four-link rear suspension that can absorb longitudinal and lateral  
forces separately. Four large-diameter disc brakes are fitted behind the wheels,  
which can be up to 18 inches in size.  
 
The Audi A3 and A3 Sportback have an extraordinarily responsive on-board  
electromechanical power steering system that consumes far less fuel than a  
conventional hydraulic system. The steering mechanism works with the electronic 
stabilisation programme (ESP) to assist the driver in critical situations by reducing 
resistance for steering impulses that stabilise the vehicle and increasing resistance 
to counteract incorrect steering manoeuvres. 
 
The latest-generation ESP constantly analyses the driving situation and adjusts  
intervention thresholds to the prevailing conditions. This allows it to become  
active sooner when danger threatens but, on the other hand, also avoid  
unnecessary action. 
 

More than 1 million units built 

Since 2003, Audi has produced well over one million units of its current-
generation Audi A3.  The anniversary car rolled off the production line in March 
2007 at the factory in Ingolstadt. 

More than 1.9 million units of the world’s first premium model in the compact 
class have been manufactured and delivered to customers since the market launch 
of the Audi A3 in 1996. 
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Each day, more than 800 units of the Audi A3 roll off the production line in 
Ingolstadt and are sold to customers throughout the world.  Production of the Audi 
A3 began in Ingolstadt in 1996.  The second generation of this compact-class 
model has been in production since June 2003, with the five-door A3 Sportback 
added in 2004. 

Since 2007, the Audi A3 Sportback has additionally been assembled at the new 
Audi plant in Brussels. And now rolling to the starting line right in time for the 
spring is the Audi A3 Cabriolet, which is manufactured at the Audi plant in Györ, 
Hungary. 

 

A3 model range 

 

Engine & transmission Pricing 
A3 1.6 Attraction 5-speed manual $33,950 
A3 1.8 TFSI Ambition S tronic $43,700 

A3 Sportback 1.6 Attraction 6-speed tiptronic $37,200 

A3 Sportback 1.9 TDI e 5-speed manual $38,900 

A3 Sportback 1.8 TFSI Ambition 6-speed manual $42,300 

A3 Sportback 1.8 TFSI Ambition S tronic $44,900 
A3 Sportback 2.0 TDI AmbitionS tronic $48,500 

A3 Sportback 2.0 TFSI Ambition S tronic $51,400 
A3 Sportback 2.0 TFSI Ambition quattro 6-speed manual $51,550 

A3 Sportback 3.2 quattro S line S tronic $65,800 

S3 2.0 TFSI quattro manual $65,900 
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Awards for the Audi A3 
 
 
The Audi A3 Model Range has been the recipient of numerous awards 
globally.  A brief outline of awards won to date is provided below. 
 
 
Crash test in the USA: Top marks now also for Audi A3 

The well-known Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS) in the USA has 
awarded the sporty, compact Audi A3 its highest rating of “Top Safety Pick”. 
This makes Audi the only German manufacturer to have three award-winning 
models in its ranks: the Audi A4 and A6 have already been honoured with this top 
safety rating in the past. 

The IIHS regularly carries out crash tests on behalf of the US insurance industry 
on passenger vehicles of all kinds to establish their safety standard. Experts and 
car buyers alike, both within and outside the USA, pay close attention to the 
results and this latest outstanding result for the Audi A3 is the outcome of a 
frontal, rear and side crash test which the A3, like the A4 and A6 before it, 
completed in the USA. 

 
April 2008: Audi A3 wins at Fleet Award 2008 

For the fifth year in a row, the Audi A3 has won the ‘most popular fleet vehicle’ 
in the ‘lower mid-sized category, sponsored by the trade journal AUTOFLOTTE 
and judged by some 5,000 readers of the magazine. 

 

January 2008: Best car: Audi A3 tops the list 

Audi has repeated last year’s success in the reader poll of one of Germany’s 
leading automotive magazines. The readers of auto, motor und sport (ams) 
magazine placed Audi A3 model in first place in its class. 

“The reader poll is an important indicator for us. And Audi’s success with ams 
readers shows us that we’ve got the right products,” said Rupert Stadler, 
Chairman of the Board of Management of AUDI AG, upon being presented with 
the commendation. 

The success of the Audi A3 has practically become a habit.  Audi’s compact 
model came top of its class for the fourth time.  The model line will receive an 
attractive new addition in coming months with the introduction of the new A3 
Cabriolet. 
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November 2007: Audi A3 picks up “Auto Trophy” Award 

The Audi A3 has taken first place in its class in the "Auto Trophy 2007" awards. 
This was the verdict of the readers of the motoring magazine "Auto Zeitung". 
They voted to give the Audi A3 one of the year's most prized awards.  350 
vehicles in total were competing for votes in 31 categories this year.  

 

October 2007: “Internet Auto Award” from AutoScout24 

Six first places is the impressive result achieved by Audi in the Internet Auto 
Award. In this, the biggest Internet poll in the automotive industry, the Audi A3, 
A6 and A8 models all came top in their classes. The Audi Q7, the Audi TT and 
the Audi R8 also received the most votes and thus received the “Carolina” prize. 

This was the sixth time that the AutoScout24 Internet portal has asked its users 
about their favourite cars. Votes were cast in a total of nine vehicle categories. 
Some 350,000 users sent nominations.  The Audi A3 was victorious in the 
compact class  

 

January 2007: Best Cars: Readers vote: Audi models top 

Audi has recorded a triple success in the “auto motor und sport” poll: readers of 
the popular car magazine voted the A3, A6 and Audi Q7 into first place in their 
respective classes, crowning them with “Best Cars” titles for 2007. This continues 
Audi’s history of success in one of the most important readers’ polls in the 
automotive industry.  The Audi A3 was voted top of the compact class for the 
third time. 
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The Audi e-models: Maximum efficiency in 
everyday operation 
 

 
For Audi, the issue of fuel consumption has been seen as a matter of elementary 
customer benefit for many years and is therefore a focus of technical 
development. Public discussions about the issue are frequently highly superficial 
and not especially objective.  CO2 emissions in particular are a focus of such 
discussions.  
 
While CO2 emissions in industry and in the energy sector have been increasing 
since 1999, the transport sector has reduced carbon dioxide emissions so much 
that it has actually compensated for the increases in other sectors. In Germany it 
has even achieved an overall reduction. Audi has been at the forefront of German 
automobile manufacturers in achieving this goal and has employed technological 
innovations to achieve a lasting increase in efficiency. 
 
A selection of statistics underlines this achievement;  
 
Compared to 1990, 36 percent less fuel is required today to generate 1 kW of 
output.  
 
Hand in hand with this, fuel consumption per kilogram of vehicle weight has been 
reduced by 29 percent.  
 
Conversely, significantly more people can be transported for each litre of fuel – 
68 percent more – than was possible in 1990.  
 
German manufacturers have achieved significantly greater reductions than the 
importers from Europe and Asia. Today they achieve the lowest CO2 emissions in 
relation to output generated.  
 
Measured on this parameter, German manufacturers lead with an average of 1.8 
g/km CO2 for each 1 kW of output, followed by Japanese manufacturers with 1.9 
g/km CO2. French, Italian and Korean manufacturers still emit 2.1 g/km CO2 for 
the same result. 
 
CO2 is not a classic emission like nitric oxides (NOx), hydrocarbons (HC) or 
carbon monoxide (CO). When discussing CO2, the reference is directly related to 
fuel consumption. There is a fixed linear relationship between the two variables.  
 
Its higher energy content means that a diesel engine produces about 10% more 
CO2 than a petrol engine with the same nominal consumption, namely 26.5 grams 
of CO2 per km. On a spark-ignition engine, one litre of fuel burned over 100 km 
equates to 23.8 grams of CO2 per km. 
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Fundamentally, a mere 23 percent of the energy contained in the fuel can actually 
be converted into propulsive force. Even in ideal energy conversion, 31 percent is 
lost due to the thermodynamics of the combustion within the engine and a further 
19 percent is lost due to friction, the combustion process and load changes within 
the engine. Another 19 percent is lost in the drive train – this includes the 
gearbox, the power steering servo pump, the wheel bearings and the tyres. And  
8 percent is absorbed by the electrics, cooling system and the air conditioning. 
 
It is not enough to simply develop measures to reduce fuel consumption by 
looking at the engine, for the engine is only responsible for half the fuel 
consumption, and only a fraction of this can be optimised. This makes it important 
for every single vehicle component to be examined for its potential to reduce 
consumption and to be optimised wherever possible. 
 
Different components have a different degree of influence on fuel consumption; 
 
Reducing the mass of the vehicle by 100 kilograms will save 0.3 litres/100 km.  
 
A 10% reduction in air resistance will improve fuel consumption by 0.15l/100 km.  
 
200 watts of mechanical power has the same effect as 100 watts of electrical 
power: 0.1 l/100 km.  
 
Add to this the power steering pump with a power draw of 2 kW, the air 
conditioning, which requires 1 l / 100 km at an outside temperature of 35 degrees 
Celsius, and the rolling resistance of the tyres. At 120 km/h this amounts to  
2 l/100 km.  
 
Taken together, all these factors are too great to be ignored. 

 

Working hard in the field of fuel consumption – the Audi e-models 

 

Globally there are e-models in 3 model lines to date – A3/A3 Sportback and A4 
Sedan and Avant, and A8 – which Audi has produced within a very short period 
of time to demonstrate how seriously it takes the issues of reducing fuel 
consumption and saving resources, and the commitment with which it is dealing 
with them. Despite their special design, they uncompromisingly satisfy the 
customer's expectations with respect to drivability, just like any other car made by 
Audi. 

 

Audi A3 1.9 TDI e 
 
The A3 1.9 TDI e with a 1.9 litre diesel engine generating 77 kW not only reduces 
CO2 emissions by 10 g/km or 8 percent compared to the standard version, with 
119 g/km it even undercuts the much talked about limit of 120 g/km – and it does 
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so with an outstanding performance. In terms of customer-relevant CO2 
emissions, the A3 1.9 TDI e is on a par with hybrid models, but in terms of 
dynamism it is far superior.  
 
The Audi A3 has longer transmission ratios for 3rd to 5th gears.  
 
The Audi A3 and A3 Sportback 1.9 TDI have an impressively low 4.5 l/100 km. 
They each manage up to 1200 km between refuelling stops on their 55 litre tank. 

 

Audi A4 2.0 TFSI e 

 
The Audi A4 B7 2.0 TFSI models (sedan and Avant) featured a manual gearbox 
with an additional long-ratio 6th gear. Add to this a whole series of weight-
reduction modifications – for example, the bonnet of the A4 was made of 
aluminium. The alloy wheels, fitted as standard, were of 205/55 16 inch format. 
Various aerodynamic modifications such as the rear spoiler on the A4 sedan, 
which comes from the S line range, rounded off the package of modifications. 
Even the engine electronics on all the e-models have been tuned for optimum fuel 
economy.  
 
The A4 B7 sedan had an impressive performance with a top speed of 230 km/h 
and acceleration from 0 to 100 km/h in 8.3 seconds. The Avant was hardly any 
slower. On the other hand, it had extremely low fuel consumption of just 7.2 l/100 
km, giving it a range of up to 1000 kilometres on a single tank of fuel.  

 

Latest generation A4 e Concept 

 
In March 2008 at the Geneva Motor Show, Audi unveiled the A4 2.0 TDI e 
Concept which produces just 129 grams of CO2.  With the new 2.0 TDI e 
Concept, Audi has shown the effectiveness of its Modular Efficiency 
program in reducing consumption and emissions.   
 
The sporty mid-class sedan requires just 4.9 litres of fuel per 100km, 
equating to CO2 emissions of just 129 g/km – less than the limit that the 
European Union aims to introduce for vehicle fleets from 2012. 
 
With an output of 105 kW and peak torque of 320 Nm, the A4 2.0 TDI e 
Concept is also powerful – following Audi’s systematic goal of dynamic 
character hand in hand with low consumption.   
 
In this vehicle, Audi has realised a whole package of innovative 
engineering solutions.  Some of these are already in series production on the 
new Audi A4.  Others, such as the start/stop system and the energy 
recuperation system, will be introduced in the near future. 
 
The 2.0 TDI available now has been essentially enhanced to achieve TDI 
‘e’ status.  A common rail injection system supersedes the unit injection 
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pumps used to date, its Piezo injectors supplying fuel with a pressure of up 
to 1,800 bar, allowing extremely fine atomisation on the combustion 
chambers, improving combustion and smooth running.  Modified piston 
geometry improves thermodynamics in the combustion chambers while 
other measures to reduce internal friction and for temperature management 
further increase fuel efficiency. 
 
On the A4 e Concept, the 2.0 TDI engine is supplemented by an ultra low 
emission system.  That means that this engine not only works very 
efficiently, but it is also exceptionally clean and absolutely future-proof.  
Even today, it undercuts the strictest 2014 European emissions levels.  
Audi’s ultra low emission system, which makes the TDI the world’s 
cleanest diesel, will go into series production this year as an option on the 
new Audi A4 3.0 TDI. 
 
 
Audi A8 2.8 FSI e 
 
The new A8 2.8 FSI fascinates with its superior performance and excellent ride 
comfort, however at the same time, it also has an average fuel consumption of just 
8.3 litres per 100 km, and with 199 grams per kilometre the lowest CO2 emissions 
in its class.  
 
The smooth 2.8 litre petrol engine boasts 154 kW of power and 280 Nm of torque, 
mated to the seamless multitronic transmission with Dynamic Shift Program. It 
accelerates from 0 – 100km/h in 8 seconds flat.  
 
Here, intelligent lightweight construction in the form of Audi Space Frame (ASF) 
aluminium technology represents another example of the brand's pioneering 
competence. 
 
Intelligent technical details enable the customer to use their fuel even more 
efficiently. All e-models have a gear shift indicator located in the instrument 
cluster, in the driver's direct field of vision. Depending on current engine load and 
speed, it tells the driver whether the next gear would be a better choice. When it 
comes to fuel consumption, it is essential for the driver to make full use of the 
vehicle's potential – the new gear shift indicator therefore provides them with a 
valuable aid. 
 
Ultimately it is the driver themselves who is responsible for their driving style – 
despite all technical advances. Their individual style can reduce fuel consumption, 
and with it emissions, by up to 30 percent, without compromising on speed and 
dynamism. To inform customers in detail about this, Audi introduced efficiency 
training into its Driving Experience programme held in Germany. 
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Audi will never rest on its laurels with what it has achieved – not even in the field 
of e-models. The brand is developing a number of technologies that will make all 
its models more efficient. This "integrated approach", that is the simultaneous 
optimisation of all vehicle components, will produce future proof and sustainable 
technological solutions.  
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Vorsprung durch Technik or ‘Progressive performance’ 

 
Efficient drive systems – today and tomorrow 
 

• Integrated strategy reduces fuel consumption and emissions  

• Audi produces the world's cleanest diesel  

• Hybrid modules for use in various model series 
 
 
Audi is pursuing a consistent strategy to achieve further reductions in fuel 
consumption and emissions.  By the year 2012, Audi will have reduced the CO2 
emissions from its models by around 20% and in doing so have enhanced their 
sporty, sophisticated character even further.   
 
At the heart of this strategy are technologies from the Modular Efficiency 
program and the future-proof TDI engines with ultra low emission system. These 
are the world's cleanest diesel engines, combining agility and pulling power with 
excellent fuel consumption figures and unrivalled low emissions. A construction 
kit with hybrid modules for different vehicle models rounds off the efficiency 
strategy. 
 
"This underlines Audi's many years in the role of pioneer in developing and 
marketing cutting edge technologies. We shall continue to bolster the position of 
the TDI as a highly efficient power system. And with our TFSI engines, optimised 
vehicle architecture and hybrid modules, we shall offer solutions for all standards 
and all applications, solutions that combine a high degree of drivability with 
exemplary low fuel consumptions," explains Rupert Stadler, Chairman of the 
Board of Management of AUDI AG. 
 
Specifically the latest TDI with ultra low emission system confirms again Audi's 
pioneering role in implementing low-consumption technologies. When Audi put 
the first TDI into series production in 1989, it was a remarkable milestone in 
technical progress. TDI rapidly developed into a synonym for supreme pulling 
power and maximum efficiency, and it thus became a trendsetter for the entire 
automotive industry. Until today, no other drive system has managed to beat the 
turbocharged direct injection diesel for agility and low fuel consumption figures 
under real-life operating conditions. 
 
"Audi is the pioneer in the field of diesel technology. We have put the highly 
efficient TDI technology onto the road more than 4.5 million times since 1989. 
And with the double victory at the Le Mans 24 hours with the R10 TDI sports car 
prototype, we have demonstrated in motor sport the degree to which TDI stands 
for maximum efficiency, drivability and economy, just as we did before on the 
road," stresses Michael Dick, member of the Board of Management of AUDI AG 
responsible for Technical Development. 
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Consistent strategy for all model series 
 
With the latest generation of TDI technology, Audi is demonstrating anew the 
future-compatibility and the potential of this high-tech drive system. The 
optimised combustion process and an ultra low emission system enable these 
vehicles to satisfy the valid American LEV II BIN 5 standard and the strictest 
emissions limits due to come into force in Europe in 2014. 
 
Audi will start its systematic ultra-low emission TDI strategy in 2008 with the 3-
litre V6 in the Audi Q7 and A4.  Generating 176 kW in each, and with an 
outstanding torque of 500 Nm in the A4 and 550 Nm in the Audi Q7, both models 
display the supreme dynamics and efficiently low fuel consumptions figures 
typical of Audi. Additional models will quickly follow.  
 
By 2010, Audi plans to offer the new technologies in other vehicle segments and 
power classes.  
 
Innovative technology for minimum emissions 
 
This new Audi technology elevates the TDI's direct injection principle, a principle 
that has been proven a million times, to a new level. The engineers in the diesel 
engine development at Audi have combined a whole package of innovate 
measures for this latest TDI generation. The new piezo common rail system with 
an injection pressure of 2,000 bar, highly efficient exhaust gas recirculation and 
the optimised turbocharger produce greatly reduced raw emissions. Combustion 
chamber sensors, a world first, are one highlight. These enable the combustion 
processes inside the engine to be regulated even more precisely – yet another 
Audi innovation. 
 
The latest TDI engine ultimately becomes the clean high-tech diesel when it is 
combined with the ultra low emission system. This reduces nitric oxides by up to 
90 percent. This system uses the additive AdBlue, a biologically degradable 
water-based solution. A minute dose is injected into the system upstream of the 
DeNOx converter. The ultra low emission system comprises the catalytic 
converter and a metering module, the AdBlue tank and heated lines, and an 
extensive system of sensors. The additional oxidation catalytic converter and the 
highly efficient regulated diesel particulate filter complete the comprehensive 
exhaust emissions control system. 
 

Great potential for global reduction in fuel consumption 
 
Thanks to its minimal emissions, these modern direct injection diesel engines can 
be used anywhere in the world, even in California, where the world's strictest 
emissions limits apply. Compared to the fleet average for the spark-ignition 
engines, the most common power system in the USA, the TDI has a consumption 
advantage of up to 35 percent.  
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This means that diesel technology more than any other current power system can 
help to reduce the consumption of fossil fuels. Audi will offer these new models 
in the USA and Europe from the second half of 2008. 
 
Extensive package for reducing CO2 emissions 

 
For Audi, perfecting the TDI is part of the integrated technology strategy for 
further reducing CO2 and other emissions in all its models. All in all, Audi is 
relying on the great potential of its modern combustion engines. With direct 
injection and turbocharging, plus high torque with reduced cylinder capacity and 
lower losses due to friction, the TFSI spark-ignition engines, like the TDI diesel 
engines, have the best consumption figures available today.  
 
To reduce them even further in the future, Audi is working on the Modular 
Efficiency program, whose various modules will be used on future models.  
 
Here, many Audi TDI and TFSI engines are equipped with an innovative energy 
management system, which uses the coasting and braking phases to generate and 
store electrical energy. At standstill and when accelerating, this energy can be 
used to relieve the load on the alternator and the vehicle electrical system. 
Moreover, a new generation of start/stop system is being developed that will 
satisfy Audi's standards of comfort.  
 
Other elements of the Modular Efficiency program are ancillaries with optimised 
power requirements, a newly designed air-conditioning system and a gearbox 
preheating system to increase the efficiency of the transmission. Even today, the 
optimised tiptronic, the continuously variable multitronic and the S tronic dual-
clutch gearbox give Audi a superior range of transmission technology, and this 
will be expanded and systematically employed in the future. 
 
e-models in the high-volume model series 
 
Detailed precision work, not only in the drive train but also on the complete 
vehicle, help to achieve further reductions in fuel consumption. Optimised rolling 
resistance, even better aerodynamics figures, specially configured gearboxes and 
transmission ratios, and reduced friction are just a selection of modules that Audi 
is working on to achieve continual increases in the efficiency of the entire vehicle 
range. With their high torque at low engine speeds, Audio's turbocharged direct 
injection spark-ignition and diesel engines offer perfect conditions for a gearbox 
configuration that allows maximum engine efficiency.  
 
Examples for the success of this strategy are the e-models already in series 
production. Evidence is provided by the current Audi A3 1.9 TDI e with its 
excellent average fuel consumption of just 4.5 litres per 100 km (combined cycle) 
and CO2 emissions of 119 grams per kilometre. In the future, Audi will vastly 
expand the range of such especially efficient models, offering e-models as TDI, 
FSI and TFSI in the high-volume model series. From 2009, the technologies that 
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so effectively reduce fuel consumption will be gradually introduced on all Audi 
models.  
 
Audi also demonstrates its "Vorsprung durch Technik" in the luxury segment: The 
Audi A8 is not only the sportiest saloon in the luxury class, it is also characterised 
by it unrivalled efficiency. For example, the new A8 2.8 FSI fascinates with its 
superior performance and excellent ride comfort. But at the same time, it also has 
an average fuel consumption of just 8.3 litres per 100 km, and with 199 grams per 
kilometre the lowest CO2 emissions in its class. Here, intelligent lightweight 
construction in the form of Audi Space Frame (ASF) aluminium technology 
represents another example of the brand's pioneering competence. 
 
Hybrid systems for several models 
 
Hybrid systems may however still be interesting for specific requirements in 
certain markets. Audi is developing hybrid systems for several model series and 
will put these into series production wherever substantial benefits for the customer 
can be seen. Of course Audi sets very high standards for the quality of the hybrid 
drive – it must rival the efficiency of the latest Audi TDI technology.  
 
Audi is working on the Audi Q7 hybrid, which has an electric motor/generator 
integrated in the drive train between the engine and gearbox. As a so-called full 
hybrid, the Audi Q7 can run on either the spark-ignition engine or the electric 
motor, or combine the power of the two. When it is coasting or braking, kinetic 
energy is converted to electrical energy, fed back into the battery and converted to 
forward propulsion as necessary. 
 
Here, Audi has chosen the principle of parallel hybrid– a new solution in this class 
that has a potential superior to the competition. It is more efficient than any other 
system currently on the market, especially when driving long distances and on 
motorways. In addition, its spontaneous response makes sporty-dynamic driving 
possible. This allows Audi to retain its typical handling characteristics, even with 
a hybrid drive. Moreover, the systematic configuration as a modular system 
makes adaptation to different model series easier. 
 
Integrated approach for better fuels 
 
Modern fuels will play a decisive role in future reductions in CO2 emissions. 
Besides ethanol and natural gas, these are above all the next generation fuels that 
are synthetically produced from biomass or natural gas. These specially tailored 
fuels improve the combustion process inside the engine and thus allow a 
significantly improved energy balance.  
 
SunFuel, made from biomass, is especially interesting. During combustion, this 
fuel only releases as much carbon dioxide as the plants that were processed into 
SunFuel previously drew from the atmosphere. If you take the production 
operations into account, SunFuel is able to reduce the overall CO2 footprint by 
more than 80 percent.  
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An Audi A3 1.9 TDI driven on SunFuel emits less than 20 grams of CO2 per 
kilometre, even taking the entire process chain into account. The first facilities for 
large-scale production of these fuels are currently being built. Audi provides 
extensive support for this integrated approach for better fuels, but clear political 
signals are needed if they are to become widespread. 
 
Alternative fuels 
 
Alternative fuels are gaining in importance all around the world. In many 
countries for example, natural gas is being used more and more as a low-cost, 
low-CO2 energy source. Here, Audi has developed a concept for the use of CNG 
(compressed natural gas). It is based on the TFSI engine and retains the strengths 
of this engine, for example the great pulling power and spontaneous response, 
even in natural gas operation. In other words, CNG operation allows you to enjoy 
a CO2 balance that is up to 20% better, without having to make compromises in 
driving pleasure. Moreover, the innovative package, despite the natural gas tank, 
allows full versatility and use of the luggage compartment. 
 
The same thing applies to Audi's ethanol drive. It is designed so that fuels with up 
to 85 percent ethanol can be used – again without compromising on dynamics or 
sportiness. However, just how favourable the overall environmental balance of 
such a system is can only be seen when 2nd generation bioethanol is used. This 
can be produced from straw and wood, i.e. from residual materials, and not from 
energy plants as it is today.  
 
In any case, the energy source used and the process employed to produce the fuel 
are decisive. For this reason, Audi only views hydrogen as an option for the 
distant future, in association with regenerative energy sources. 
 
The decisive influence of the driver 
 
Audi will continue to demonstrate its "Vorsprung durch Technik" with a wide 
range of technical solutions for the customer. And despite all this, the driver them 
self retains a major responsibility for a driving style that contributes to reduced 
fuel consumption. Individual driving style can reduce fuel consumption, and with 
it emissions, by up to 30 % – without compromising on speed and dynamism.  
 
The decisive factors are the driver's awareness and attentiveness. For this reason, 
Audi supports the driver with additional assistance and information systems. 
These help the driver to optimise their driving style with respect to fuel 
consumption. A first example is the gear shift indicator found as standard on the 
e-models and on the new Audi A4 and A5. This indicates the best gear for the 
current driving situation. 
 
Especially high efficiency at the touch of a button 

 
In the future, helping the driver to adopt a low-consumption driving style will go a 
lot further. For example, Audi is working on a navigation system that takes 
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consumption-relevant data into account and which gives route recommendations 
accordingly. The necessary information about road conditions or traffic lights will 
be available with the next generation of digital road maps.  
 
Similarly, an on-board electronic driver trainer is being developed. This system is 
able to analyse the current driving style and give tips accordingly.  
 
With the Cross Coupé quattro study, Audi has presented another concept. The 
driver can select a particularly economical fuel mode at the touch of a button for 
certain situations. In "efficiency" mode, the engine and gearbox maps are 
switched to a low-consumption map, the power draw to the major consumers and 
comfort modules is limited, and cruise control gives priority to fuel consumption 
as it regulates the vehicle speed. This mode is consciously selected by the driver 
and is only associated with slight losses in performance and comfort. Yet it saves 
about 20 % fuel compared to "sport" mode. 
 
A clear course into the future 
 
With its integrated efficiency strategy, Audi is systematically working on 
achieving further reductions in fleet fuel consumption. The combustion engine 
will remain the major drive system for the foreseeable future. Already an 
extremely efficient principle, the TDI still has considerable potential for further 
reductions in fuel consumption, and the ultra low emission system is the guarantee 
that it remains absolutely future-proof. The TFSI principle and the Modular 
Efficiency program will guarantee significantly reduced CO2 emissions for all 
new model series. Finally, TFSI engines, complemented by hybrid modules, will 
represent an alternative to the TDI in certain markets.   
 
And one thing is indisputable for Audi. Efficiency and reduced fuel consumption will 
never be achieved at the expense of the brand's other strengths. Audi will retain and 
enhance its sporty-elegant character, drivability and the high quality standards of its 
models, even as emissions are further reduced. 
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Audi progressive performance since 1980s 
 
 
With its brand essence "Vorsprung durch Technik" and the daily renewal of its 
affirmation to the brand values "sporty", "progressive" and "sophisticated", Audi 
represents athletic design and innovative solutions for the customer. With its 
visionary ideas, Audi exercises an enduring influence on the culture of innovation 
in automobile production and is a pioneer of progressive technology. Particular 
customer value is the quality that goes into every Audi. First-class materials, 
unrivalled processing and attention to detail set the standards – yesterday, today 
and tomorrow. 
 
Among Audi's many innovations, there have always been developments that have 
been milestones in the fields of driving dynamics and efficiency. For example, the 
quattro permanent all-wheel drive system first introduced in 1980 now looks back 
on a history spanning more than 28 years. Its enormous potential in the areas of 
driving dynamics and driving safety revolutionised drive technology, both on the 
road and in the field of motor sport. Just one reason why ever more premium 
competitors are following suit. 
 

The most efficient technology for fuel economy: Audi TDI 

 
In 1989, the first Audi with a TDI engine made its debut. The pioneer of diesel 
direct injection in passenger cars quickly became the benchmark. At the time, the 
2.5 litre 5-cylinder drove like a sports car. It generated 88 kW and a torque of 265 
Nm with an average fuel consumption of just 5.73 litres per 100 km – enough for 
a sprint from 0 to 100 km/h in 9.9 seconds and a top speed of 200 km/h. 
 
The 5-cylinder TDI started a success story that continues today. From the very 
start it contradicted every prejudice about the noisy, sluggish and dirty diesel 
engine. The combination of performance, efficiency and range powered it to the 
very top. 
 
These characteristics have been seen in their clearest form since 2006. The 
successes of the diesel-powered Audi R10 TDI in the Le Mans 24h race and on 
various race circuits in the USA have rewritten the history books. Thanks to this 
innovative technology, Audi again managed first place in the 2007 Le Mans  
24h race, despite changes in the rules. 
 
A descendant of the long-distance hero, Audi presented an enormously powerful 
V12 TDI engine in the Q7 as the highlight of the Detroit Motor Show 2007. The 
6-litre capacity of the Audi Q7 V12 TDI generates 368 kW and develops a peak 
torque of 1,000 Nm. This engine is the jewel in the crown of an engine range full 
of imposing dynamism, power and extreme efficiency.  
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Another debut at the 2007 Detroit Motor Show was the Audi Q7 3.0 TDI with 
ultra low emission system. This system, coupled with an optimised combustion 
process, allows significant reductions in raw emissions and a reduction in nitric 
oxides of up to 90%. This means that it already satisfies the BIN-5 standard valid 
in the USA and the very strictest of emissions standards due to come into force in 
Europe in 2014. The same concept was used on the Audi Cross Coupé quattro 
concept study that was presented to the public at the Shanghai Motor Show in 
April 2007. The basis here is a 2.0 TDI with common rail, 204 bhp and a peak 
torque of 400 Nm. 
 
Audi made another pioneering innovation in 2001 at the lower end of the product 
portfolio. With the Audi A2 1.2 TDI, the premium brand put the world's first 
"three-litre car" (3 litres / 100 km) with four doors onto the market. Its CO2 
emissions were a mere 81 g/km and its fuel consumption was just 2.99 litres of 
diesel per 100 km. 

 

Hybrid technology: Audi duo  

 
In the field of hybrid vehicles, Audi confirmed its "Vorsprung durch Technik" 
with the Audi duo, first presented in 1990. This model, based on the Audi 100 
Avant quattro, confirmed Audi's pioneering role in hybrid technology almost  
18 years ago. 
 
The duo, whose batteries could even then be recharged from a mains socket, had a 
standard spark-ignition engine and an additional electric motor integrated into the 
quattro drive train, which could be activated when it was needed. In the course of 
systematic further developments, Audi presented the world's first diesel hybrid 
vehicle in 1996 in the form of the Audi duo III. 
 
At the IAA in 2005 Audi gave the Audi Q7 hybrid concept study its debut. The 
novelty was the unprecedented combination of petrol direct injection, in the form 
of the V8 4.2 FSI with 257 kW and an electric motor, which added another 32 kW 
and 200 Nm. Power was transmitted by means of the tried and tested tiptronic 
automatic gearbox. 
 
Audi has gathered a true wealth of experience and know-how in the field of 
hybrid technology. Here, it must be acknowledged that a full hybrid vehicle does 
not by any means bring about benefits in all customer-relevant driving situations, 
and that the strengths it has cannot be exploited everywhere. While it is able to 
make maximum use of its superior fuel consumption in stop-and-go traffic, it is 
another picture driving in freely flowing traffic on the open road or on the 
highway. For this reason, this form of drive can currently only be considered as a 
niche solution for special markets. 
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Lightweight aluminium construction: the Audi Space Frame (ASF) 

 
In 1994, Audi succeeded in fundamentally reinventing body assembly with the 
Audi Space Frame. The special form of lightweight aluminium construction, 
realised for the first time on the Audi A8, signified a break from the spiral of 
increasing weight. Besides lower fuel consumption and lower emissions, the new 
concept is characterised by improved handling characteristics, greater body 
rigidity and improved passive safety. 
 
In April 1997 Audi demonstrated its competence in the field of lightweight 
construction with the Audi Al2 concept car, which was based on this technology 
This vehicle combined outstanding engineering, economical TDI drive technology 
and space for four persons with excellent safety and comfort. 
 
With the launch of the new Audi TT in 2006 and the Audi R8 sports car in 2007, 
Audi has extended its lead in lightweight construction competence. For example, 
Audi Space Frame technology helped to reduce the weight of the new Audi TT 
body shell by an impressive 100 kilograms: This brought the Audi TT the Euro 
Car Body Award in October 2006. The effect is a fuel saving of up to 16 percent 
compared to the predecessor model. 

 

Versatile gearbox know-how: Audi multitronic and S tronic 

 
Another revolution in the field of drive technology is the multitronic gearbox, 
developed by Audi's own engineers and launched in 1999. This continuously 
variable automatic gearbox combines the dynamism and economy of a manual 
gearbox with the comfort of an automatic. This means better acceleration and yet 
lower fuel consumption compared to a conventional automatic.  
 
In 2003, the S tronic dual-clutch gearbox in the Audi TT sports car caused a 
sensation. In this revolutionary gearbox technology, gear changes are executed in 
a flash, can hardly be felt and do not cause power transmission to be interrupted. 
The S tronic is ideal for an especially sporty driving style. Yet thanks to its 
outstanding efficiency it allows fuel consumption to be reduced by up to 0.5 l /100 
km compared to a conventional automatic gearbox. 

 

Direct injection petrol engines: Audi FSI and TFSI 

 
Squeezing more power from every drop of fuel – following the same motto as the 
one used so successfully for diesel engines, the FSI direct injection petrol engine 
was launched in 2002. FSI technology allows greater power with lower fuel 
consumption and thus lower CO2 emissions. 
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As early as 2004, its benefits were optimised by combining it with a turbocharger 
and it was launched on the market as TFSI technology. Since the end of the 
1970s, turbocharged engines have represented a core competence for Audi.  
 
Even then, they realised a surprisingly high level of power output from a 
relatively small capacity. Together with FSI technology, they set new standards in 
terms of efficiency and drivability and they thus form an important basis for 
future drive systems. 

 

Fuel cell: A2H2 

 

In 2004, Audi entered the field of fuel cell technology, demonstrating its 
competence with the presentation of the Audi A2H2. The system provides energy 
for an electric motor with 110 kW. Its range with three pressurised gas tanks full 
of hydrogen was 220 km, and the vehicle sprinted from 0 to 100 km/h in 9.0 
seconds. The top speed was an impressive 175 km/h. Looked at today, hydrogen 
still does not satisfy the requirements necessary for it to be offered as an 
alternative fuel. The overall energy balance currently remains negative.  

 

Maximum efficiency: Audi e-models 

 
More power, less fuel. That is the result of Audi's day-to-day work – superbly 
demonstrated on the Audi A4 and A5. The Audi A4 1.8T from model year 2005 
had an output of 110 kW, peak torque of 210 Nm and fuel consumption of 8.3 
litres. Also with 1.8 litres of capacity, the new Audi A5 has an output of 125 kW 
and peak torque of 250 Nm. But above all it consumes just 7.1 litres of fuel for 
100 km. That is 15 percent less, despite ever stricter requirements with respect to 
safety and emissions and increased customer expectations with regard to space, 
comfort and performance. 
 
In addition, Audi has offered high-efficiency Audi A3 and Audi A4 models since 
the start of 2007. For example, with CO2 emissions of just 119g/km, the Audi A3 
1.9 TDI e undercuts even today the limit that legislators intend to implement in 
the future. The new Audi A4 range will be complemented by the 2.0 TDI e with 
129 g/km. From 2008, Audi plans to offer such a high-efficiency model in every 
volume model series. 

 

The culmination of years of progress 

 
After an absence of eleven years, Audi is again represented in the sporty Gran 
Turismo segment with the new Audi A5. It is a standard by which the innovative 
power of modern technology and the fascination for progressive designs is 
measured. Against this background, the Audi A5, a brand new model series, opens 
up a brand new chapter. It arouses a pure desire to drive, combining this with 
extreme efficiency. 
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As impressively demonstrated in the past, Audi is a motor of technical progress 
and is doing everything it can to ensure that it remains so in the future. The brand 
will expand and advance its areas of core competence: quattro, TDI, Audi Space 
Frame, multitronic, FSI, S tronic and TFSI, the development of alternative drive 
concepts and the continuous improvement in fuel consumption. 
 
As a global player, Audi will continue to address the issue of fuel consumption, an 
issue that is gaining significance all around the world, and the resulting demands 
of each specific market. As one of the world's most successful premium 
manufacturers, Audi will assiduously stick to the path it has set out on. With its 
core values "sporty", "progressive" and "sophisticated", the Audi brand stands for 
"Vorsprung durch Technik". Yesterday, today and tomorrow. 
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Specifications 
 

Safety – Standard 
Audi backguard (in the event of a rear-end collision the seats are designed to hold the 
upper body in place and support the head) 

Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) with Brake Assist 

Airbags for driver and front passenger, two stage inflation 
Side airbags for driver and front passenger 

SIDEGUARD head airbag curtain for front and rear passengers 

Electronic Stabilisation Programme (ESP) incorporating ABS, Electronic Differential 
Lock (EDL), Anti Slip Regulation (ASR) 

Electro-mechanical speed sensitive steering 

Head restraints and three point seat belts for all 5 seats 

Safety steering column with tilt and telescopic adjustment 

 

Exterior features – Standard 

16” steel wheels with full wheel covers, 205 / 55 R16 fuel efficient tyres 

Exterior mirrors electrically adjustable, heated and body coloured 

Remote central locking 

Security engine immobiliser 

 

Exterior features – Options 

Acoustic parking system rear $800 

Anti-theft alarm system $800 

Fog lights integrated front and rear $650 

Metallic paint $1300 

Roof rails, aluminium finish $650 

Open Sky roof system $2950 

Xenon Plus headlights $1900 
 

Interior features – Standard 

Automatic air conditioning with dual climate control 

Driver Information System (DIS) 

Electric windows front and rear 

Inlays in matt finish 
Front and rear floor mats 

Leather steering wheel 

Module cloth upholstery 

Split fold rear seats 

Concert sound system double DIN size with single disc CD player (mp3 compatible), 10 
loudspeakers, total output 140 watt 
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Specifications - Continued 
 

Interior Features - Options 

Cruise control $750 

Front centre armrest $300 

Heated front seats $800 

Additional interior lighting $475 

Leather multifunction steering wheel $650 

Mobile phone preparation (integrated into the front centre armrest) 
and leather multifunction steering wheel  

$2,200 

Leather upholstery, Vienna $2900 

Navigation plus, DVD based with MMI operating logic, including 
glove box mounted CD changer 

$5300 

Rear sunblind $350 

Rear view mirror with automatic dimming function, exterior light and 
rain sensor, coming home lights 

$510 

Symphony sound system double DIN size with integrated 6 disc CD 
changer (mp3 compatible), 10 loudspeakers, total output 140 watt 

$950 

BOSE sound system with 10 loudspeakers, total output of 195 watt $1900 
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Dimensions 
 

 


